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America - challenged by its conscience;
Oct. 15 - beginning of protest, country awake
By Robert Hey
(reprinted from The Christian
Science Monitor, Oct. 17)
WASHINGTON — America
has confronted its conscience.
What, it has asked, should
we do about Vietnam?
To Americans the question
seemed as omnipresent Wednesday, Oct. 15, as the air they
breathe. From coast to coast
the Vietnam issue surfaced

mus
Vol. XCVI, No. 6

hear is: Let's get out of Vietnam.
Just the Start
Organizers of the October
15 antiwar activities see them
as the start — not the end —
of
major
protest against
American involvement in the
Vietnam war.
Weeks before the Oct. 15
demonstrations in so many
Con't on Page 9, Col. 1
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Muskie backs moratorium;
War perspective must change

Parents' weekend
Begins today
by Susan Mone
Nearly one thousand parents of Bates students are expected to travel to Lewiston
this weekend to attend the
annual
Parents'
Weekend
here at Bates. Administration,
faculty, and students have
worked hard on plans for this
weekend's activities.
This Friday, the 24th, parents may attend
classes
from 1-4. Official registration
for the weekend will be held
in the Skelton Lounge from
2 p.m. until 8 p.m. At 8:30 on
Friday night, parents, students, and guests will be entertained by the Rob Players
at a musical comedy review
in the Little Theatre. It is tentatively scheduled to include
the Shoestring Review which
was performed earlier in he
year.
Saturday morning, from S
until noon, registration will
be held again in the Skelton
Lounge, and
refreshments
will be available. Between 10
and 11 a.m. there will be two
panel discusisons — as of
this date they are titled, "Student Morality: New or Old,"
and "Students and their Relationship with the Environment." The panels will be
composed of faculty members
and students, and will be
chaired by Garvey McLean,
the new chaplain at Bates,
and Prof. Walt.
At noon a buffet luncheon
will be held for the parents
in the fieldhouse in Gray
Athletic Building. The Bates
Bobcats will host Norwich in
a 2 p.m. football game at Garcelon Field. After the game,
from 4:30 to 5:30, parents,
guests, and faculty members
will attend the President's
Reception in the Coed Lounge
in Chase Hall. At 7:30 p.m. a
folk" mass will be celebrated
by Father Chabot in the Gannett Room. The Rob Players
Con't on Page 8, Col. 5

repeatedly — at public demonstrations, over lunch, in
private moments.
The debate was
vigorous,
the soul searching
agonized. And the answer was
mixed: Some Americans passionately asked withdrawal;
others heatedly opposed it.
The answer that organizers
of the Vietnam moratorium
hope
increasingly
to

SITE OF THIRD BRIDGE STILL UNCERTAIN;
BOARD FAVORS ARTERIAL ROUTE
By JeH Clark
In the past few months
some dramatic events have
been happening in the City
of Lewiston which may ultimately affect the future development of Bates College. On
October 14th the Lewiston
Planning Board recommended
to the Lewiston City Council
that the so-called "arterial"
route be designated the site of
a new third bridge to be built
across the Androscoggin River
connecting the Twin Cities.
This was done despite the considerable opposition posed by
Bates College and a large
number of interested citizens.
After a statewide referendum last November which
yielded state funds for a new
bridge, a firm was hired to
investigate possible sites for
this third bridge. In September the results of this
study were released, offering
four possible routes to be utilized. They were the so-called
"outer", "middle",
"inner",
and "arterial" routes. The first
three were to be circumferential in design, that is to nearly circle the city at varying
distances from the downtown
business district. The fourth,
called "arterial" because it
called for the development of
a major artery (similar to Sa-

battus St.) rather than a limited access highway. The "arterial" route was to come
across the river from Auburn,
go through Main St. to Russell St. and down East Ave. to
Lisbon St. This route was considered the least expensive,
the least destructive of property and the easiest to convert for use.
Despite virtually unanimous
opposition to the "arterial"
route at a State Highway commission hearing at Lewiston
Con't on Page 4, Col. 1

By David Martin
The highlight of the Bates
Moratorium was Sen. Edmund
Muskie, who spoke at 8 p.m.
to a capacity crowd in the
Alumni Gymnasium. Senator
Muskie was expected to make
a major policy statement on
Vietnam and although he
spoke out against the war, he
disappointed many of his listeners by not speaking more
strongly against the war.
The Senator was introduced
by
President Reynolds,
whose introductory words emphasized the importance of
the Moratorium as being a
peaceful petition to the end
of the war. He said that the
Senator was here to answer
the troubled young people of
the concerned, new generation.
In the opening of his speech,
Muskie, a Bates alumnus, explained why he had come
back to his alma mater lo
speak on this particular occasion. He explained that the
Moratorium was a time for
learning which gave the Senator a chance to continue his
education that began on this
campus. Muskie said that we

Student nightclub proposed for Rand
"Opening night" scheduled for November
Peter Johnson, chairman of
the Chase Hall Committee has
a new idea. He hopes to be
able to set up a nightclub in
Fiske dining room in Rand
Hall. The proposed nightclub
would be open once a month
onFriday and Saturday night.
There would be entertainment,
food, and drinks.
Similar ideas have been put
into effect at Nasson and St.
Francis, two non-fraternity
schools, as well as at Bowdoin and Colby.
The proposed nightclub is
advocated as a social gathering place with more atmos-

phere than the dormitories.
Singles as well as couples
could enjoy the facilities
equally. There would be a
cover charge which would be
approximately $1 to $1.50.
Drinks would cost in the
range of 40c to 50c for beer
or 60c for liquor. The projected enterprise would employ
about two bartenders and five
waitresses.
A wide range of entertainment would be offered. There
would be shows, and dancing.
The nightclub is not expected
to be a money-making venture
Con't on Page 7, CoL 1

all have much to learn on
the Vietnam issue. The only
way we can learn is to listen
to one another. He expressed
his regret that President
Nixon did not see the day as
a chance to unite the country.
For Muskie, the Moratorium
was a unique opportunity to
try to change the foreign policy of the United States and
to effect this change in the
public view.
Caution Not Silence
Senator Muskie pointed out
that the right to voice one's
own opinions also included
the responsibility for what we
say. We should induce caution
but not impose silence. The
most dangerous assumption
that can be made in a democracy, Muskie believed, was
that only the President and
his close advisors were capable of making important decisions. All Presidential and
governmental decisions should
be scrutinized by the public at
all times.
Senator Muskie then went
on to trace the history of U.S.
involvement in Vietnam. He
said it was the result of a
strong anti-communist foreign
policy at the end of World
War II. When a threatened
Communist takeover appeared
likely to upset the balance of
power in Southeast Asia, the
U.S. was persuaded to commit
itself to fighting Communism
in the area. The main reason
for this commitment was that
it was believed that Communism threatened the principle of national self-determination. However, with the
passing of time and the war
becoming an increasing burden, a new perspective Is
needed. Muskie's own conclusion was (1) the main objective now should be to end the
fighting, (2) to advance the
prospects of a political settleCon't on Page 6, CoL 4
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EDITORIALS
After October 15
A letter to the editor appearing in this week's issue
raises the question of what was accomplished on October 15, and what we here at Bates now plan to do. For
unless we continue our efforts, continue our protests
against the war, then our day of peace action was, in a
sense, futile.
One student commented that October 15 was "a
celebration of unity, not a protest against the war in
Vietnam." Our activities were handled responsibly, were
meaningful and were widely participated in by the college community—with the notable exception of the vote
on the resolutions. We accomplished a great deal in
that, and in that we brought the issue of the war, a reexamination of the war and our position on it, to the
p3ople of Lewiston-Auburn and the college.
But we must now turn to November and to how
we can meaningfully continue our concern and our protest against the war. Those who were instrumental in
planning the October activities are committed to continuing our demonstrations in November, and beyond that
if it is necessary. But again, we must have wide support
and participation. What we did on October 15, individually and collectively, will be meaningles unless we continue our effort.
There is a Students for Peace meeting this afternoon. Attend. Start working for November 14 and 15.

Elections
Final elections were held October 22 to fill freshman class officer, a vacancy on the Student-Life Committee, and a senior vacancy on the Judicial Board. Voting turnout was NOT impressive: 50% of the freshmen,
31% of the sophomores, 27% of the juniors, and 29% of
the seniors.

The Specifics
The specifics have finally been asked. Instead of
complaining and criticizing in a vague, general, undirected way, one student, Gene Schiller, has finally
enumerated many of the particulars that have long
bothered Bates students. The questions have been raised, the problems brought out in the open. We ask President Reynolds, the faculty, the Ad Board, Student
Government — where are the answers?

Silence

becomes

letters to the editor
tural Heritage!!" quoth the
student. — And that for just
To the Editor:
one day. . .
It has come to my attention
Fred Wolff
that congratulations are in orOpen letter to
der. For it has been told that
the
Dean of Men
the Bates College Community
has just attempted to put an ' Dear Dean:
We have recently been deend to the Vietnam war. I congratulate you not only for the J bating the merits of two opattempt but also for the con- posing systems for the condensed manner in which you trol of student life. In general
have brought a close to the I have been arguing for a sysfighting. Indeed, who would tem of student control of stuhave believed that a battle dent living facilities. This arwhich has raged for years gument was based on the precould be ended in a single mise that the Bates student
day? Who would have believ- was mature enough to decide
ed that bombs could be halted j his own fate, and to decide
by cutting classes, that torture how his own personal moral
would be erased by a teach- values should be applied to
in, or that our whole involve- life. The argument also hinged
ment in the bloody affair could on the belief that a faculty
be resolved by listening to a which does not have to live
Senator speak? If we had only under rules which it creates,
known how easily it could all is an autocratic force, which
be ended, we might have done should be deposed at the
this years before — but now, most opportune time. You. on
at least, we can sit back with the other hand, believe that
a glow in our hearts and a the student body cannot conpeace pin on our chests, know- trol itself, and needs to be
very closely regulated under
ing that all is well — and we
have made it so. Yes, Nixon legislation such as eonstitued
by the Blue Book.
will see how much we care,
I think that you will be
how much we are willing to
sacrifice during this day of pleased to hear that I have
protest and he will withdraw changed my viewpoint. I have
reevaluated my views of the
our troops. . .
student
body, and must agree
So much, we sacrificed. Of
course there were a few of us with you that our typical stuwho didn't have cuts in a dent is immature, and cannot
couple of classes and so we be trusted to distinguish bedidn't feel it wise to protest tween right and wrong. As
during that time. But after long as a people does not apclass, we joined in on the bat- preciate freedom and self-detle for peace again! And as termination enough to demand
solid as a rock were we! Mi- them, and at the same time
nus, of course, those few stu- make the sacrifices necessary
dents with "no cuts" and a to obtain them, these two
minority of the professors who things should not be GIVEN to
felt they couldn't, in clear them. I apologize for calling
you an autocrat; this is not
conscience, neglect their contractual obligation to the the term applied to one who
disciplines children.
school to hold classes. "HowSincerely,
ever," many assured us, "this
John
Shages
does not mean that I do not
support the moratorium; I Reaction and Suggestion
have opposed our policy in To the editor:
Vietnam for years." CongratuAs one who attended the
lation again — and I'm sure Campus Leadership Conferyou'll oppose it for years to ence I must comment on Gene
come.
Schiller's letter printed in the
But what if Nixon is not con- Student of October 10th.
vinced by our day of protest
A statement of my own imand takes no step towards end- pressions of the conference
ing the war? Will we be will- would closely match Paula
ing to continue our protest for Casey's analysis of the event.
two days in November, three I certainly agree that Bates
days in December, four in Jan- has been challenged to disuary. . .as the authors of the cover its resources and to use
moratorium had planned? For them to create a forward-lookthis is the only way we can ing community. Paula Casey
show Nixon that we care. In points out, as do Chaplain
this way we can, and we must, MacClean's article and Gene
force our desire for peace upon Schiller's letter, that specifics
him. And yet, "If I don't have must now be discussed. Folany tests during those days," lowing the discussion, con"I haven't thought about it," structive problem - solving in"I doubt it" — these are the volving the whole community
responses of Bates students is the goal.
when they have been asked if
I fear that Gene's letter rethey are willing to sacrifice a flects the attitudes of more
little more for peace. What if than a few Bates students, esevery college
community, pecially seniors and juniors.
every store keeper who has an It is just such an attitude
obligation to his customer which will prevent the crea(and his pocket), and every tion of a community and the
businessman under contract best use of resources. The athad your attitude? What will titude to which I refer is exNixon see? "I'll sacrifice Cul- pressed ir a general attack
The 15th, futile only if—

Paula P. OOMT
Michael W. Dormnn
Editor-in-Chief
Business Manager
Managing Editor: Robert Abno; Associate Editor: Ronald
Cromwell; Contributing Editor: Hick James; News Editor:
David Martin; Layout .Editor: Joseph Hanson; Art Editor:
Hank Keaer; Photography Editor: Dick Welsh; Circulation
Manager: Detdre Samuels.

treason when good

Americans die

bravely for a bad cause.
—William Sloane Coffin

November 14 and 15
Peace Action
Published weekly at Hathoro Halt Bates College. Lewlston,
Me. 04240 daring the college rear. Printed at Pine Tree Press,
220 Gamage Avew Auburn, Maine 04210. Second Class Postage
Paid at Lewlston. Maine.

letters to the editor
letters to the
on the Leadership Conference
and the motives
behind it
without specific charges or
suggested solutions to problems. I trust that Gene will
respond with specific issues
and with some plans to alleviate them. What is particularly irritating is the position
that the conference was no
more than a publicity stunt.
While I agree that there has
been
much
to complain
about, I see the conference as
a first step in improving
campus situations by establishing communications at
the leadership level and by
discussing the goals which
will direct future effort. I believe a close watch to see
whether or not anything results from the conference will
be more effective than leveling a broadside at the President and the conference. Student organization and pressure for future goals is better than citing past frustrations in the past.
Perhaps some of the bitterness and negativism would
subside if the student body
and the faculty as a whole
had access to the information
disseminated at the Leadership Conference. Such information included the political
structure of the administration and faculty, the makeup
and responsibilities of faculty
committees, procedures for
bringing problems to the attention of the appropriate authorities, and current projects
and projections of the college.
I therefore suggest:
A master organization and
proceedings book combined
from the Blue Book (after
weeding out and updating),
the Faculty Green Book, and
the Proctor Red Book. The
master book would be published and distributed to all
members of the college community. The book would tell
personnel where to seek help
in resolving problems as well
as delineate political structure and committee function
and makeup.
Faculty meeUng minutes
and minutes from all faculty
committees should be published.
Every
committee
should have at least one open
meeting on each area of their
agendas.
The administration should
present its budget to faculty
and students.
The business ofifce should
periodically report on progress with plans for such future projects as a new library,
athletic facilities,
student
union, dorms and living learning complex.
Implicit in these suggestions is the need for a
thorough study and defense
of all current policies. "Because we have decided. . ."
will no longer be an acceptable reason for a policy unless it is backed by clear
reasons.
Finally, I hope the discipCon't on Page 5, CoL 4
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Schiller enumerates administrative hypocrisies
I have just read Bob Shepherd's letter to the October 15,
1969, Student and found the
type of verbal coverup for
lack of change concerning
student's rights I expected. It
is interesting to note that the
only negative reaction to my
initial letter comes from the
newest member of the administration. Bob's letter contains
the usual hackneyed list of
cliches concerning the "need
to develop good communications," the idea that "the administration cannot be held
entirely responsible for the
present student apathy, and
the desire to have us work
through an Ad board, part of
the present disjointed student
government, which has no
policy or decision making
power. He also halfway admits to the lack of and slowness of change in the past
and claims without any proof
that this is no longer true.
But if one reads closely he
sees no reference to specific
changes or proposals being
considered at the present time
by either the faculty or administration.
We're Shut Out
It sounds pleasant enough
to say a sense of community
will develop when all the
segments get together, but
that idealistic Utopia, is an
impossibility at the present
time, because of the way the
administrative hierarchy
guards its "supreme" power.
Bob, if the administration's
attitude is so different now,
how come the
President's
symbol and vehicle of change,
the Student Life Committee
has not been convened yet?
We arrived 2 months ago!
Also, what did the committee
accomplished over the summer? I think the answers to
these questions show the student body the real attitude of
the administration.
I believe it is time the administration either admits to
its lack of committment to
change and stop recruiting
new students under the false
pretenses of bringing them to
a forward thinking institution
with new ideas or it starts
actively promoting change!
As I go through the following
list of "specifics" concerning
life outside the classroom it
will point up the hypocrisy
in what the administration
claims and the action it carries out. In loco parentis
which translates "in the place
of parents" is easily seen!
Forward thinking?
1. How come there are specific limits on visiting hours
set by the faculty, not the
men in individual dorms?
2. How come no student, not
even 21 year old seniors, can
live off campus if he or she
chooses and younger students
if they have parental permission?
3. How come there is no
self - determination of rules
and enforcement proceedings
of dorm rules by each Indi-

vidual dorm — like an individual dorm council?
4. How come in cases involving discipline outside of
the classroom, at the present
time, THERE IS NO STUDENT ORGANIZATION
WHICH HAS ANY DECISION
MAKING POWER? The Men's
Council, Women's Council and
Jud Board only have referral
power —■ in loco parentis is
dead — huh!
5. How come students can't
have refrigerators in dorm
rooms if they want them?
6. How come the college
takes the profit from the dorm
Coke machines and doesn't
return the money to the individual dorms for all to decide what to do with it?
7. How come there are no
morning hours when either
the men's or women's lounges
are open?
8. How come men are dismissed from athletic teams
because the coach doesn't like
their long hair or mustaches?
9. Why 3 years of non-academic P.E.?
Double Standard?
10. How come the women
live under a totally different
set of rules than the males
— the double standard is
alive and well at Bates?
11. How come the girls just
recently began to have locks
put on their dorm rooms?
12. How come Bates women
never had a chance to vote
for even limited
visiting
hours in their dorms? Are
Bates girls somehow different from Pissar or Barnard
girls, just to name two
schools with 24 hour open
dorms!
13. How come the women
still have "house mothers".
The name "house mother"
implies a surrogate parent
role.
14. How come 1st. semester
freshmen women have a curfew and more rules than upperclass women? First semester freshmen men don't have
extra rules. This is the 20th.
Century?
15. How come an "involuntary" sign-out book exists for
the women?
16. How come the whole
"permission card" system exists for women — men don't
have it?
17. How come a women is
supposed to be reported to
House Council if she is later
than the time indicated or
has not properly signed the
sign-out book? Why the lack
of trust in a women's judgment?
Oligarchy?
18. How come "the college
reserves the right to withdraw its privileges from any
student at any time, if such
action is deemed advisable,
WITHOUT ASSIGNING ANY
SPECIFIC REASON THEREFOR."
19. How come "any student
planning to be married prior
to completion of his or her
undergraduate work must se-

cure permission from the appropriate Dean to remain in
college as a married student?"
20. How come the whole system of class officers still exists when they have no function under the present disjointed governmental system.
I had to smile at the freshmen scurrying around to get
elected to class offices other
than Ad Board or the Student
Life Committee which at
least have referral power.
The other offices are powerless but look good on one's
record!
21. How come the "Dean of
women may in exceptional
cases, grant permission for
women to work (hold a job)
in an approved situation."
There sure is a lot of trust
placed on the Bates' women's
judgment!
Privacy ? ?
22. How come student's
can't switch roommates within the same dorm or even the
same floor without permission
of either Dean — even the
Proctor, administrative hiercling, can't make a decision
like this?
23. How come student's
can't switch furniture around
on the same floor to set up
their own living patterns
upon?
24. How come rooms "must
always be open for visitation
and inspection by college officers" — without notice to
the occupants?
25. How come women's
"house mothers" check on
girls' rooms every day?
26. How come men aren't allowed to select their own
dorm proctors? Proctors are
"nominated" by senior Proctors and then approved by the
Dean.
27. How come a male proctor has to be on duty at all
times during visiting hours —
he can't leave for 5 minutes
to grab a coffee?
28. How come the sign-in,
sign-out sheet is involuntary
and the book is manned?
29. How come the sign-in
sheet is not destroyed at the
end of each evening but has
to be sent to the Dean of
Men in a "sealed" envelope?
30. How come the male
proctor has to sign the signin sheet at the end of the
evening?
Will this stop anything ?
31. How come rule 5 of the
Parital rules even exists? It
is illogical and absurd! It
states: "Bates College must
continue to expect its residences will not be used for
sexual intercourse. Over and
above the moral and legal
questions involved, sexual activity in the college's dormitories cannot be regarded
solely as a matter of private
judgment, since it can disturb
and destroy the atmosphere
appropriate to an institution
of learning
"
32. How come the Bates infirmary does not dispense

both birth control information
and contraceptives?
33. How come students or
student representatives are
not allowed to attend faculty
meetings? What is being hidden?
34. How come the CA and
the Chase Hall Committee
were not granted the full increases from the student activities fee after the entire
student body voted
overwhelming approval of last
years original proposals? Why
did the President refuse to
give them the full amount?
35. Why isn't the faculty
"green" book available to students? There is a need to
print the functions of all
committees on campus to increase student understanding.
36. Why hasn't a study been
done of Bates as a formal institution? What is Bates?
What has it been? Where is
it headed?
37. Why does the administration seem to actively promote a policy of mistrust of
students as shown by the
present rules? Why isn't the
student allowed to handle his
own life outside of the classroom?
In Loco ParentisI
38. Why does every policy
making decision have to be
delegated to an overworked
faculty, whose main concern
should be improving classroom education and not having to worry about being substitute parents and setting
rules for students outside of
the classroom?
39. Why doesn't President

Reynolds have the trustees
give decision-making power,
concerning life outside of the
classroom to a representative
student government? A representative student government would speak up and
promote change. What we do
outside of the classroom is
neither the faculties nor the
administrations concern. The
only exception is in protecting
the physical plant.
40. When is Bates going to
change the present womb-like
atmosphere to a perspective
promoting growth and maturity for the individual? What
type of preparation does the
Bates student have in knowing how to make decisions or
function in the outside world
when he or she "graduates"?
The present rules, hinder development by extending a
feeling of needless control
over a student's choices. It is
time to get rid of the prep
school atmosphere and treat
students as the adults they
are.
At the present time Bates
is a strict substitute parent.
Freedom can come smoothly
when a parent tries to be understanding or it can come
with friction and conflict.
Bates has a choice, but one
thing is certain — change will
come! An "organized" student body will be necessary
to "actively" promote change
and a broadening of the power base." It is time to establish a new perspective at
Bates — we are tired of the
same old — "stuff" '.'.'. \ <
Sincerely,
Gene Schiller

C B B game tickets to be sold
"CBB" Games: November 1,
at Bowdoin, 1:30 p.m.; November 8, at Colby, 1:30 p.m.
Ticket Sale: At the Bates
athletic office in the alumni
gymnasium beginning on the
Monday prior to each game
and ending at 4:15 p.m. Friday.
Bates Students: Upon presentation of "ID" cards, may
purchase student tickets for
$1.00. The $1.00 student ticket
CANNOT BE PURCHASED
ANYWHERE on the day of
the game, or after 4:15 p.m.
on Friday before the game.
Student Guests: Tickets for
guests, to be seated with students, may be purchased for
$2.50 at the BATES ATHLETIC
OFFICE ONLY. THEY CANNOT BE PURCHASED ANYWHERE ON THE DAY OF
THE GAME.
ALL OTHERS: The price of
admission is $2.50. Tickets can
be purchased at the Bates
Athletic Office until 4:15 p.m.
on the Friday before the
game.
ADMISSION: 1)
BATES
STUDENTS: Students holding
the $1.00 student tickets will
be admitted ONLY at the VIS-

ITING STUDENT ENTRANCE.
Students will be asked to
show their Bates Identification Cards when they present
their admisison tickets at this
entrance.
2) STUDENT GUESTS AND
OTHERS: Enter any gate.
IMPORTANT
1) All seats are reserved for
this game.
2) Ticket reservations may
be made by telephone, but
must be picked up by NOON
on the FRIDAY before the
game. Tickets cannot be reserved by telephone after this
time.
3)) Refunds
cannot
be
made on tickets after NOON
on the FRIDAY before the
game.
4) For additional information telephone: BATES ATHLETIC OFFICE LEWISTON 784-9336.

Posters larger than 9 x 12
will be removed from the
bulletin board next to the
coat racks in Chase Hall.
Coordinator of Student
Activities
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Moratorium reaction

"A celebration of unity not a protest of war"

Map shows the location of the third bridge and the Russell Street arterial route in relation
to the Bates campus.

Reynolds sees arterial route'harmful to bates'
approximately 250 people atCon't From Page One
High School on September | tending. The purpose was to
17th, the Lewiston Planning I give the citizens of Lewiston
Board has seen fit to recom- | a chance to air their views bemend that very route. Why? fore the city council. Twenty
presented
their
They felt that immediate re- speakers
lief was necessary to alleviate views before the city council,
traffic congestion on the their views, again being virnorthern most bridge in Lew- tually unanimously opposed
iston as well as the need for to the "arterial" site. Led by
minimal costs to be borne by President Reynolds there was
the city. However, they recog- a general condemnation of a
nized that the circumferential lack of foresight on the part
highway concept was the best of the city planners. The overwhelming majority favored
for long-term development.
the outer route as demonstratImplication for Bates
The "arterial" route if adopt- ed by a stand-by vote.
The Maine State Highway
ed by the city councilsof Lewiston and Auburn and the Commission's hearing draws
Maine State Highway Com- to conclusion today. Now is
mission, will mean that Rus- i the timefor the city councils
sell St. will be widened to ap- iof the two cities and the Highproximately 666 feet, and may- i way Commission to seek agreebe more. This means taking Iment on the site. The public
either College property (non- jhas demonstrated imposing
taxable) or that of the resi- | opposition to the more expedents of the north side of Rus- dient and less expensive "arsell St. (taxable). President jterial" route. The decision rests
Reynolds has pointed out some in the hands of the Lewiston
of the major implications of City Council. What they decide
the use of the "arterial" route. may well determine the
The Bates plan for future course of development for
development calls for expan- both Bates College and the
sion to the north, logically City of Lewiston.
"It Is extremely important to
across Russell Street. The prospects of a four lane high- the survival of Bates College
way dividing the campus are that we do everything in our
indeed imposing. The thought power to maintain the visual
of Russell Street deteriorating integrity of our campus. I
into another Sabattus Street would submit that when this,
as dissident residents move was impaired a number of
out is quite realistic. The years ago on Colby College's
expected traffic flow of about old campus in downtown
20,000 cars a day will prove Waterville, that college was
hazardous to the pedestrian virtually forced to move out.
"When we get down to the
and will undoubtably increase
traffic on the surrounding ave- question, however, of why
nues,
particularly
College would Bates be hurt, we can
Street.
only answer that question afUnfortunately one can only ter obtaining a realistic picbe pessimistic about the fu- ture of what will happen on
ture condition of Russell Russell Street and East Ave.
Street. The Lewiston Planning and on the various intersecBoard has specifically empha- tions along Russell Street. I
sized that the Russell Street have been told by competent
"arterial" route is not to be- authority that the figures In
come a circumferential high- the Fay, Spofford and Thornway (thus increasing traffic dike report about expected
even more), however they traffic flow on Russell Street
have recommended the exten- are very low. But, even If we
sion of Russell Street through accept those fiqures, I note
the Garcelon Bog to connect that they expect the flow to
with the Maine Turnpike.
approach 19,000 to 20,000 cars
Last Tuesday another pub- a day.
"The college does not in any
lic hearing took place with

way contest the fact that Rus
sell Street can be converted
into a four lane street. What
we do object to is that whenever this has been done in
other cities, the street has become dangerous and the surrounding area has seriously
deteriorated. Let me say again
that although we think the
Fay, Spofford and Thorndike
figures are too low, even those
figures would indicate a heavy
overload for a four lane street
in this area.
Is arterial route best?
"What I would urge you to
consider here is the old fashioned arterial highway concept
on the one hand, rather than
a limited access through street
designed to carry traffic
through, around or over a city
or from a distant part of the
city to another. Every city that
is being constructed today is
using the new kind of limited
access highway.
"No one that I know of is
building or planning deliberately arterial streets. Arterial
streets are open city streets designed to carry heavy traffic
over long distances, sometimes
at high speeds, through open
cross roads. I seriously question whether Russell Street
and East Avenue could be improved sufficiently to carry the
load of traffic which would
justify the bridge suggested in
the arterial solution. For example, do you know that when
you travel from Lisbon Street
to Main Street you cross 27 different intersections
where
traffic will be entering the
proposed arterial route? This
does not include the numerous
private driveways which will
enter into this same street."
The Russell Street plan
would cause the neighorhood
to deteriorate in the long run,
Reynolds also went on to state,
that this would create a dangerous hazard on the college's
northern boundary "which will
separate Bates College from an
area into which the college
might logically expand in future years."
The arterial route would cut
through five and perhaps six
different school districts, said

The following statements
were gathered from various
students in the aftermath of
the Oct. 15 Moratorium. They
are by no means an accurate
consensus of the Bates Campus and should not be interpreted that way. However,
they define certain views
with which each individual
can contrast his own.
Each student
questioned
was asked the following general question: What is your
reaction to the Bates' handling of the Oct. 15 Moratorium?
M. Wilson: The teach - in
good especially the guys who
were in Vietnam because they
had a first hand knowledge of
what was going on. I don't
think the march accomplished
a heck of a lot.
R. Emerson: The march was
more of a parade than a protest. The participants were so
proud of themselves
for
marching that they lost site
of the urgency of the situation. It was more of a celebration of unity than a protest
against the war.
E. Bertelson: A lot of kids
were involved. But when they
were asked why, they didn't
know.
M. Winne: A nice exercise
in Democracy and nice for
everyone to express their
opinion. But when we talk,
someone over there is dying.
We will have to take a more
radical turn in order to bring
about an end to the war.
B. Hodge: It is unfortunate
that some people will perhaps
be killed because of actions,
the implications of which
were not well thought out.
C, Buck: The two resolu-

tions were too extreme. Thei
should have been somethin
in the middle.
D. Perkins: Except for thi
hassle about voting on tr
resolutions, the Moratoriu:
was handled well.
D. Doyle: The resolutic
was
not
representath
enough.
H. Scher: Except for tl
resolutions meeting, it wi
handled well. My only regr
is that more people didr
show up to vote either f
or against the resolutio
There's still a lot of apatl
within Bates and it's too bs
considering the war direct
affects many students' lives
D. Minster: The resolutit
committee did an admirab
job of setting up a straw rru
in the form of resolution nur
ber 1 — thus making it vi
tually impossible for mai
less than radical students
vote for either resolution.
C. Becker: The only proble
with the Moratorium is th
the man in the White Hou
didn't recognize the potent!
of it.
R. Stewart: It was an exct
lent step forward for a co
servative school.
R. Jarmok: (Yawn) I didi
expect anything
definiti'
from Muskie and I don't he
anything definitive.
B. Small: I thought it was
good thing. It gave everyboc
the opportunity to learn mo
about Vietnam when too oft<
they just talk off the top
their heads.

Nov. 14th & 15th

Reynolds.
the college and the fine re.'
Reynolds said that Bates dential area, one of the fe
would abide by the decisions in Lewiston, are much too v£
of competent authority as to uable to the city to let the
where the bridge will be locat- ;be torn by the arterial rou1
ed, adding:
The arterial route would brii
"We feel very strongly, how- the most benefit to both Le\
ever, that the choice of a iston and Auburn in the f
bridge which would lead only ture by opening a new area f
to an arterial route on Russell industrial location.
Street and East Avenue with
The planner with the A;
a possible extension through droscoggin Valley Region
Garcelon Bog, which would, if Planning Commission, M
anything, even increase high- Stuart Cunningham, indicat*
speed traffic moving from Exit that Russell Street would hai
13 to Auburn, would be a to be a dual highway with .
dangerous mistake for our least 100 feet of right-of-w£
community at this time."
to handle the 20,000 or so ca
Further Support
which would be using the ne
Reynolds' statements were bridge daily. This would mea
further substantiated by Rich- major construction.
ard Galehouse, a city planner
Atty. Louis Scolnik said 1
and architect with the firm of was disappointed in the Lev
Sasaki, Dawson and Demay. iston Planning Board's recon
This firm has conducted a mendation for the arteri,
survey of Bates' needs as a Russell Street route. He fee
college in terms of its future that such a plan is not consi.
growth and expansion. The tent with the city's comprehei
firm was asked to speak at the sive plans. "A stable neigl
Monday evening hearing to borhood such as this or,
provide an expert testimony on should definitely be presen
the effects of the arterial route ed." He also suggested tin
on Bates and the surrounding the construction of the Russe
area.
Street Route would require
Galehouse stated that both major re-zoning of the area
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ebaters merit national acclaim Handel's Messiah
irougbout years of competition will be sung Dec.7
by John A mo Is
Jates College has been,
oughout its history, sucisful in many fields of enivor, but in no area or acity has Bates achieved the
:cess and distinction that it
3 had in intercollegiate dele.
Jates is known internanally for its debate team,
the early 20th century,
tes started
international
legiate debate when it sent
wo - man team to England
compete with Oxford Univ;ity and has participated in
merous international deles since then. In 1927 anler Bates team became the
st debate team to travel
>und the world. Bates deters have often represented
? United States on teams
iich have debated against
• great English Universities.
«t recently, William Norris,
1968 graduated, teamed
th a University of Oklama graduate student in a
•ies of international debates
England.
Many of Bates' most famous
d distinguished graduates
rticipated in debate, includX Senator Edmund S. Mus\ Erwin Canham, editor of
? Christian Science Moni, and Samuel Gould, Chanlor of the State University
New York.
Brooks Quimby, a Bates
iduate himself, coached the
bate squad for many years
d was greatly responsible
much of its success. The
Dating council is presently
med after Professor Quim)r. Thomas Moser, pres: director of the debate
incil has some interesting
Rights on the value of dete. Dr. Moser feels that "dete is the present form of inlectual competition.
He
d, "ultimately debate pro
Ies the opportunity to syn«lze what are known on a
iject in an almost sponleous fashion." He believes
it debate is excellent prepition for many public roles,
;h as politics, law, and reion. Sen. Muskie credits
>ate with helping to equip
i for his role in public life.

NOW OPEN! Sam's
OLD BOOK STORE
'nd Book., Antiqu. GlaM, Old
'ictunM. Com* in and Breut*
!70 MAIN ST.
LEWISTON
(N.xt to Sam'i)

In addition to developing
clear and concise thinking,
logical reasoning and a quick
wit, debate also develops one's
ability to thoroughly research
a particular
problem.
Dr.
Moser said that it has been
estimated that "a conscientious debater will learn more
about a subject through his
research for and his participation in debate than
he
would in a standard course on
the subject." Dr. Moser also
mentioned that debate sometimes emphasizes competition
too, and this can be a drawback.
Bates has always faced and
competed favorably with very
strong competition.
In the novice division, for
those who have never debated
intercollegiately, and varsity
division Bates competes with
the best schools in the east, including Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and MIT. Last year Bates
finished third in the New
England tournament, recorded victory in tournaments at
St. Lawrence and Colby and
placed second at Tufts and
Wesleyan. Overall the team
was victorious in 70% of its
matches.
This year's varsity squad is
anchored by two strong veteran teams. Senior Dennis
Foss and Junior Bill Day form
one team while the other consists of sophomores, Robin
Wright and Jeff Galis. The
team of Galis and Wright lost
only two of nineteen debates
last year.

Students who enjoyed
Atenilde Cunha's glorious
voice in 1968-69 have been
asking when they are to
hear her this year. As an
employee of the Lewiston
Public School music department this year her time
is not wholly her own.
However, she will perform
as soprano soloist when
the Bates College Choir
and the Freshman Chorus
sing Handel's Messiah in
the Chapel on December 7
at 2:30 in the afternoon
and again in the evening
at 8:30.

letters to the editor
letters to the editor
lines of sociology and psychology will join in creating a survey of student opinion and the reasons behind
student attitudes, as Gene
Schiller suggested. Such a
study will be a good starting
place for future action.
The study may also be useful as a type of agenda if the
college were to halt all activities and have two or three
days of all - campus communicative meetings, perhaps presided over by staff from the
National Training Labs or a
similar organization.
Sincerely yours,
Dave Schulz

MacLeon conducts
worship services Why only the
On Sundays at 7:00 p.m., a
"Top Forty"?
service of worship will be conducted by Rev. Garvey MacLean in the Chapel. The
Chapel Choir will be under
the direction of Professor D.
Robert Smith and Mr. Marion
A. Anderson.
On Wednesdays
at 9:00
p.m., Vespers (quiet time for
music and meditation) will
be conducted by the Cultural
Concerns Commission of the
Campus Association, in the
Chapel, Debbie Clendenning,
chairman.
For ..further ... information
please contact:
Garvey
MacLean,
College
Chaplain 107 Hathorn Hall.

Bates young Republicans make plans for year;
Ruppe and McClosky to speak this month
In an attempt to revitalize
the Republican party
in
Maine, Bates College Republicans are working actively
with the Maine College Republicans to build
a
new
image of activism and concern on vital issues. According
to Maine Chairman Field Reichardt of Colby, "We want
people to know that the Republican party is not just the
party of Strom Thurmond, but
also that of
Lindsey
and
Goodell."
The major program for the
year is a speakers tour in
which leading
Republican
legislators will be brought to
Maine campuses. Those already speaking have included
Congressman
Guy Vander
Jagt of Michigan and Senator
Robert Packwood of Oregon.

Con't from Page 2

Congressmen Philip Ruppe of
Michigan and "Pete" McCloskey of California will be on
the Bates campus in the next
month. Speakers scheduled to
appear in the spring include
Charles
Percy,
Charles
Mathias of Maryland, Edward
Gurney of Florida, and possibly, Strom Thurmond, scheduled at Colby.
In addition, a journal concerned with Maine problems,
with contributors being faculty experts and students will
be issued three times this
year. College Republicans will
also be working in the spring
and next fall to elect a number young people, mostly under twenty-five years of age,
to the state legislature.
On the Bates campus, Chairman Betsey Brown states that
planned activities
Include
speakers such as state gubernatorial candidates as well as
non-partisan films concerning
foreign policy, etc.
It is suggested that any students interested in joining the
Bates College Republicans or
who have questions contact
Betsey Brown in Parker or
Chris Eddlngs, newly elected
New England College Republican Regional Director, in
JB.

To the Editor:
I'm sure I'm not alone in
my disappointment in the
quality of the groups the students of Bates had to choose
from for Winter Carnival.
Granted, the students were allowed to vote on a number of
groups before the final four
were to be voted on. However,
this list of groups did not provide the students with a proper variety from which to
choose. The list was dominated by "Top Forty" groups,
such as The Turtles,
The
Grassroots, The Box Tops,
etc., whose
main
support
comes from teeny - boppers.
How many of these groups
performed at any of this past
summer's pop festivals or concerts, which were attended by
college - aged crowds, Batesies included? The only reason students voted for some
of the groups on the list was
for lack of another choice.
Where were the groups that
college people support and
listen to? How many Bates
students would go out and
buy a record by the groups
they had to choose from for
Winter Carnival?
If Bates continues to hire
the "Top Forty" type of group
it will continue to loose a lot
of money on these events,
because Bates and other college students and college-age
people are not the teeny boppers who support this type
of group. Paul Butterfield and
his group drew the biggest
crowd
over
Homecoming
Weekend and were enjoyed by
all those present, which included a fair amount of non-

Batesies. But a group similar
to his was not even included
in the groups from which
Bates students had to choose
Winter Carnival entertainment
I've heard the argument too
often, that Bates is too small
to support better groups. First,
many non-"Top Forty" groups
who would drew a much bigger crowd, cost no more, and
in most cases less, than the
groups we might have for
Winter Carnival.
Secondly, Bates is not too
small
to
support
these
groups.
Other colleges similar In
size to Bates are supporting
better groups. For example,
Clark University on the weekend of October 17, had both
Tim Hardin and The Byrds on
the same night. One mile
down the street on the same
weekend at Worcester Tech,
Richie
Havens
performed,
while at slightly bigger Holy
Cross, The Who, perhaps the
hottest group around since the
release of their album Tommy, gave a concert. They receive a lot of their support
from off campus people because they hire quality entertainment. They have a larger
population in the area from
which to draw, but even Bowdoin supports good entertainment as they did a few weeks
back when B. B. King gave a
concert.
I've been up here for almost
four years now and Bates has
yet to have quality entertainment at Winter Carnival, supposedly the most important
social event on campus, and
although it is probably too
late to change this year's entertainment, I
hope
that
enough people
will
make
enough noise so that this college can have some quality
entertainment in the future.
James Glinski
Co.Kl.iy . Quality - S*rvie*
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Next step in future
open dorms at Bates?
By Alan Hyde
Bates was far from being
the only school concerned with
parietals last year. So were
many of the finest educational institutions in the nation.
They were, however, interested in parietals not because
they wanted them initiated,
but because they wanted
them repealed in favor of
open dorms.
It has often been stated with considerable justificationthat Bates is a decade behind
the times. Few Batesies dispute this, though there are
those who rather like it. Bates
has long ceased to be an innovative and original institution. It does not lead, it waits
ten years — then reluctantly
follows. Much of this results
from problems which are beyond the scope of immediate
solution; financial problems
prevent the immediate construction of a new library, for
instance.
Some of our backwardness
falls within a different sphere
—social regulations. For in
changing these, no major expenses — either in buildings
or staff — are incurred. Often
changes such as open dorms
save money. Experience at
other institutions has shown
that dorm damages are reduced, supervisory expenses
are cut, and no increase in illegal or unacceptable behavior occurs.
Why then, have many small
college
administrators opposed open dorms. Irrational
conservatism, many would be
quick to answer. But there is
mere to it than that alone. The
Alumni and Trustees often appear to overcautious administrators as much more conservative than they actually are,
although experience with parietals has substantially disproven any grounds for hesitation on this basis. Parents
are another group which worries administrators. Will they
pull their "children" out? Will
they write insulting letters to
the President?
Obviously,
some may. But not a significant number. There will always be some religious bigots
cf the puritan cast, but their
neuroses should not become
cur problems. The college —
those who live and study here
— should be responsible for
its own life as a community.
One thing is clear. Everywhere the restrictive bureaucracy of "in loco parentis" is
fast being repealed.

Muskie advocates troop pullout,
need for political settlement

Reynolds calls for Ad Board Aid
to reach leader conference goals
To Stanley McKnight, Presi- which may be commenced bedent Student Advisory Board fore fall, 1970.) The CommisDear Stan:
sion will be composed of four
I would like to enlist the students, four faculty and
aid of the Student Advisory staff, and a student chairman.
Board in proceeding with come
(3) A Planning Commission
of the objectives for the College on the development of Art,
which were discussed this year Music and Drama facilities
at our Student Leaders' Confer- with four students, four faculence.
ty and staff, and a facultyTo that end I am taking the staff chairman. (This Commisfollowing action and would sion will be activated in Janappreciate your advice assis- uary, 1970.)
(4) A Planning Commission
tance.
I am sending a letter to all on the development of athletic
members of the Student Life facilities with three students,
Committee asking them to re- three faculty and staff, and a
convene as soon as possible faculty-staff chairman.
and consider the whole range
Besides these, 1 am calling
of possibilities for increased on the department chairman
student participation in the >of each of our academic degovernance of the College. partments to establish by
This action, as you know, was means appropriate to the deforeshadowed last year when partment a departmental counwe established the Committee cil composed of the members
with broader capabilities than of the department and an ethat of dealing solely with qual number of students chosvisiting hours in dormitories. en from among the majors. I
Of more particular concern am asking the departments to
to the Advisory Board I am hold at least one scheduled
establishing four planning meeting of these councils each
commissions to help deter- semester to discuss courses and
mine the proper direction for curriculum within the departseveral significant areas of ment. These councils may, of
College life. I would ask the course, decide to hold open
Board to seek out and nomin- meetings with all students in
ate for my appointment inter- the department presents as
ested and able students willing they deliberate.
to devote the necessary time
Division Councils
to College affairs to serve on
I am further asking the dithese commissions.
vision chairman to establish
Four Planning Commission division councils composed of
The commissions follow: (1) a faculty member and a stuA Planning Commission on dent from each of the departResidential Development to be ments in the division. In these
composed of four students, division
councils,
which
four faculty and staff, and a should also hold one schedulfaculty-staff chairman.
ed meeting per semester, the
(2) A Planning Commission kind of evaluation and disfor the redevelopment of Chase cussion can take place which
Hall. (This Commission will may lead to faculty action in
immediately study needs and developing course work which
capacities in Chase Hall and cuts across departmental lines.
attempt to develop a plan |
Con't on Page 7, CoL 2
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Con't From Page One
and the people of the United
ment, (3) the U.S. should re- States the adoption of a policy
examine the nature of its in- of immediate cessation of all
terest in Southeast Asia as a I offensive military action in
way to allowing the area to i Vietnam and a total, unilaterachieve the stability it needs, i al withdrawal of American
and (4) that the U.S. must end combat and support forces to
Its involvement in the war.
be completed no later than
Suggests Ceaae-Fire
the end of 1970."
The Senator also suggested
The resolution which read
that a standstill cease - fire, "Be it resolved, that we deput into effect immediately, clared our agreement with
might open the way for more the present United States polifruitful negotiations.
cy in Vietnam," received 45
In summing up his remarks votes. Although the numerical
of the evening, Senator Mus- results of the vote were not
kie reiterated that (1) we com- announced at the public premit ourselves to disengage- sentation to Senator Muskie,
ment, (2) a timetable for our he did receive the exact
withdrawal be drawn up, and figures.
(3) we do everything possible! The Senator was also preto increase the prospects for sented with a petition calling
negotiation. The United States, | for the end of the war which
Muskie stated, must recognize had been signed by over 2,000
the need of other countries to residents of the Lewiston-Aufreely decide their own poli- burn area. The petitioning
tical and economic future. work was done by the StuThis nation must learn the dent for Peace and the Lewlessons of holding and not iston - Auburn Citizens for
abusing power. This was the Peace.
only kind of greatness, he
Senator Muskie promised
declared.
that this resolution along
Presents Resolution
with the text of his remarks
The evening ended with a would go into the Congrespresentation to Senator Mus- sional Record and. that he
kie by Stan McKnight, presi- would take the resolution into
dent of the Advisory Board consideration in his continuwith a resolution which had ing self-debate over the issue
been passed earlier in the day of the war.
'!
at the resolution assembly.
The resolution was passed by Ed. note: The text of Senator
a vote of 266, out of 380 pres-1 Muskie's address at Bates, as
ent.
well as the program of the
The resolution read, "Be it October 15 activities, the texts
resolved, that we declare our i and numerical votes of the
disagreement with the present resolutions, and the names of
United States policy in Viet- all those signing the Students
nam. Be it therefore further for Peace petition were entered
resolved that we urge upon in the Congressional Record of
the President, the Congress, October 16.

Students on EPC announced
During the third week in
September, Randall O'Neal
joined Thorn Bosanquet and
David Libbey as student representatives to the Educational Policy Committee. All three
students were appointed by
the Advisory Board. The faculty members are Dean Healey
(ex-officio),
Professor
Thumm, Professor Hoffman,
Professor Leamon, Professor
Nelson, and Professor Stauffer.
The committee concerns itself with 1. proposals for revision of certain programs of
study, 2. requirements for degrees granted in all courses

of study, 3. determining the
Core Curriculum at Bates, and
4. the problem of required
courses as opposed to nonrequired courses. The Educational Policy Committee does
not formulate final policy,
however. The recommendations of the committee must
be approved by the faculty
before they can be instituted
as Bates policy.
The student representatives
to this committee at present
have no vote. They represent
the views of the student body
and serve as a source of information to the committee.

Clark9* Pharmacy
NEW BRANCH STORE
NEAR BATES COLLEGE

Russ Meyer's

Corner Campos and Sabattus Streets

FINDERS 'KEEPERS
LOVERS WEEPERS

Corner Main and Bates Streets
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War with big business

<

S.D.S. repudiates militant factions

Carillon rings out joyous
message for Bates community
By Mitchell Grosky
At noon and in the late afternoon, a clear, resounding
hymn can be heard throughout the Bates College Campus. These hymns are played
on the Bates carillon.
A carillon, in general, is a
system of bronze bells played
manually, each bell of a different size and therefore a different tone.
Carillons are
found in churches and in
some colleges or universities
throughout the world.
The Bates carillon is of an
electronic nature. It is somewhat smaller than the standard ones. It is a series of
minute, accurately made metal plates designed to repro3* duce a particular tone very
clearly. Because of the some
what smaller size of these
plates, the sound must be amplified. If one must compare
it to a musical instrument, it
is most similar to xylophone.

The carillon can be played on
the keys of the chapel organ
or by tape, as in a player
piano. When tapes are used,
the carillon is automatically
timed. Various forms of music
have been adapted to our carillon, among them hymns,
classical music, and our Alma
Mater. Its operation is under
the care of Professor Smith of
the Music Department.
The Bates carillon was presented as a gift of the James
Foundation of New York. It is
also noteworthy that Mrs.
D. Willis James gave funds
for the building of the college Chapel in 1913, and Arthur Curtis James provided
the funds for the chapel organ a cost of twenty thousand dollars, by the Schulmevich Corporation in Sellersville, Pennsylvania, distributers of carillons throughout
the world.

C.H.C. works toward nightclub
Con't From Page One
since the cost of the entertainment would most probably exceed the profits made on food
and liquor. Admission would
only be open to Bates students and faculty.
Peter Johnson and representatives of the Chase Hall Committee met yesterday, Thursday, Oct. 23 with Mr. Carpenter, the Business Manager,
Bob Shepherd, C.S.A. and Dean
Isaacson, Dean of women and
head of extra curricular activities committee. The future of
this proposed idea will probably hinge on the outcome of
this meeting and the campus
support shown for the idea.
In addition to planning this
nightclub, the Chase Hall
Committe plans several dances this semester, a Carnival to
be held in the field house in
the spring, Roller Derby in

Lewiston Armory, and a big
weekend in the spring.

Admission Committee
re-examines solutions
Con't from Page 6
It is my belief that these
activities together with the
work of the Student-Faculty
Conduct Committee in reviewing the current judicial system and the work of the Faculty Admissions Committee in
reviewing our rapidly developing programs will provide
the opportunity for serious evaluation and the developing
of creative solutions which
will help move the College towards a realistic solution of
the many faceted problems of
academic revelance in our
time.
Thomas Hedley Reynolds

Complete Line of Fine Jewelry
— SPECIALIZING IN RINGS —
Diamond Rings & Genuine Stone Rings of all types

J. DOSTIE, Jeweler
4 Lisbon St.
782-7758
Lewiston
Member American Gem Society

On Wednesday, October 1.
claiming to be from SDS attacked students and teachers
at
Boston English
High
School. The week before, this
same gang
had
attacked
campus workers at Harvard's
Center for International Affairs. Similar incidents have
occurred in other parts of the
country. In Detroit, nine women broke into an exam at
McComb Community College
declaring that it was over —
and the students should listen to them. When two students got up to leave, they
were attacked with karate.
These actions were all the
work of a group of policeagents and hate - the - people lunatics who walked out
of SDS at the June convention
because their ideas had been
rejected. Led nationally by
Mark Rudd, this gang calling
itself "SDS" and "Revolutionary Youth" has absolutely
nothing to
do with SDS!
They've been
running
all
around the country attacking
the people! No SDS chapter
supports them!
Conditions
in
schools
around the country are rotten.
Many high school students
have rebelled,
fighting
to
change things. Working people face steadily deteriorating
conditions, and are fighting
back harder and harder, as
witnessed by the tremendous
increase in strikes and wildcats over the last few years.
The bankers and big business
men who run the country are
using Rudd's clique for two
purposes. First, to divert people so that they won't fight
back anymore. Second to discredit SDS. Big businessmen
and this gang are two sides
of a coin. In their fight for
high profits big businessmen
hurt the people with low
wages, lousy working conditions, schools that oppress
both students and teachers,
and the war in Vietnam. The
provocateurs attack the people so everyone will forget big
businessmen. This is the oldest trick in the book.
The ultimate attack on the
people planned by these provocateurs
took place In
Chicago October 8 - 11. Built
for under slogans like "Days
of Rage" and "The Time is
Right for Fighting
in
the
Streets", for the purpose of
"bringing the war home" —
these demonstrations were
planned attacks on the peo-

ple or, these fascists put it in lead will hide the facts. The
their newspaper (The Fire big businessmen who run this
Next Time #2): "We're going country and who benefit from
to Chicago to fight anyone the war in Vietnam are rewho plays pig: a pig cop, a sponsible for the rotten conpig teacher, or a pig soldier". ditions in the schools, in the
In practice
their
"affinity cities, and on the job. SDS
groups" have made it clear supports students', parents',
that they see the people as and teachers' fights for better
pigs — that they plan to conditions in the schools; and
fight everyone in sight! Since struggles against their bosses.
they make the people the ene- SDS supports working peoples.
my they're up against tremen- We will continue to fight unidous odds—and they're build- versity
expansion
which
ing for this action saying that throws working people out of
it won't be a success unless their homes. We oppose the
some of them are killed! This I Vietnam war, demanding No
demonstration is a last-ditch I Negotiations — Immediate
effort by these provocateurs Withdrawal. We are backing
to divert people from the real the demands of campus worksource of their oppression and ers, building an alliance beto discredit SDS!
No
one tween these workers and stushould go to it; its a police dents. This tiny gang of cops,
trap!
fools, and hate - the - people
People will see through this
trick. No dwindling gang of provocateurs has nothing to
cops and the few they mis- do with SDS.

Percy presents Vietnam plan
The voice of Sen. Charles
H. Percy, now calling upon
the President to institute a
"suspension of offensive operations in Vietnam," may very
well reflect an intensified effort by the administration to
pull the conflict to a halt.
Mr. Percy makes his move
only after close consultations
with top people in the White
House.
The Percy proposal includes
the suspension of offensive
air, sea, and ground operations. He asks for "the stopping of bombing of South
Vietnam."
He says he still supports
the President's basic position
on Vietnam. And while he
calls for "fast withdrawal" of
United States troops, Mr. Percy rejects the proposal by Sen.
Charles E. Goodell (R) of
New York for a December,
1970, deadline for bringing the
troops out of Vietnam.
Mr. Percy says he bases the
timing of his proposal—and
its prospects of success—on
studies of battle figures that
show not only two-year Iowa
in battle deaths but also a decided lowering trend in overall U.S. casualties as well as
a downtrend in the level of
fighting.
The Senator says his plan
does not have the risks of a
unilateral cease-fire. He says
the United States suspension

MAMA ROSA
45 WALNUT ST.

783-3322

would hold only as long as
Hanoi did not take advantage
of it.
"It would be a means of
showing American resolve to
stop the killing," says the
Senator. "As a result it would
be a means of improving the
I chances of getting negotiations under way."
"We have missed opportunities of this kind in the past,"
says Senator Percy. "Let's not
miss this opportunity."
The Senator says he is not
challenging the President's
call for a moratorium on criticism. He feels that this is a
constructive proposal — one
that would fit well within the
context of Mr. Nixon's own
thinking and plans for ending the war.

Washington
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"Medium Cool" Captures Feeling of Chicago Convention
by JESSE ROTMAN
College Press Service
"MEDIUM COOL." Written directed - photographed
by
Haskell Wexler. Released by
Paramount pictures.
(CPS) — "Medium Cool" is
not the story of the Chicago
Democratic fiasco of August,
1968.
Though Haskell
Wexler
spent that week in and about
Chicago's Lincoln and Grant
Parks — and he had another
film crew inside the Convention Hall — the scenes shot
there do not turn up in "Medium Cool" until about halfway through the third reel.
What he chose to do instead
was weave a loose story (containing no less than six subplots) around the activities
going on in Mayor Daley's
city while the Democrats were
in town.
The basic
story-line
of
"Medium Cool" is that of a
newsman for a fictional television station in Chicago and
his befriending of a young boy
from one of the city's West
Side Appalachian neighborhoods. The
sub-plots,
not
necessarily in any order here
or in the movie) concern the

Pitt News
wins demands
The Pitt News, on strike for
two weeks, resumed publica
tion October 13 after winning
demands of $9,000 in staff salaries, a journalism seminar
for academic credit, and over
$4,000 addition cash for printing costs.
The crisis occurred when the
Student Government cut the
newspaper budget by $17,000
more than half of the $39,000
they had asked for, and merit
scholarships were dropped for
staff members.
"It's just not fun anymore
when you spend 80 hours a
week up here and get didley,"
said Sports Editor Jerry Gruebel. The $9,000 wil be divided
up to pay for the editors and
business staff tuitions as well
as for some reporters' stories.
This, the News feels, will improve the paper "qualitatively and quantitatively."
Students will also receive
one credit each semester for
working on the Pitt News and
participating in a journalism
seminar. Staff morale, however, still remains a problem.
"You really wonder who cares
if the paper ever comes out
again," said Editor Dave Tiernan.

Sunset Motor Court
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newsman working life, his
love of the fatherless boy, the
newsman's love affair with
the boy's mother, the Convention itself, the Street Battle of
Chicago and numerous other
story lines, which, to mention
them, would only add to the
already existing confusion.
The previously mentioned
central theme does not really
surface until some 45 minutes
into the film, and so the first
one-third or so of "Medium
Cool" is confusing. During
this time, four or five of the
sub-plots either begin to develop or are played out with
the aid of rather suddenly appearing flashbacks into the
young boy's life in the hills of
West Virginia.
Throughout this portion of
the film, however, the photography is superb.

Into August
The transition scene which
leads "Medium Cool" into
mid August in Chicago and
the events of the Convention
is hilarious and perhaps tells
the story of the Convention
better than a few hours of
film could ever do. It takes
place at a National Guard
Training Camp and it was not
staged for the benefit of Wexler's cameras.
It is, briefly, a look at the
Army and the Chicago Police's
Task Force preparing for the
expected invasion of protesters into Chicago. Half of the
I soldiers and cops take off
I their uniforms and don wigs,
make-up,
ridiculous
old
clothes and parade around
carrying posters and screaming obscenities. They "attack"
the in-uniform members of

their unit in the fashion they
expect THEY will be attacked
by the young people who are
migrating to Chicago that
week. Beer bellies and all, the
"protesters" square off with
their bayonet - armed pals,
throw old tires and
barricades into the path of police
cars and army jeeps and just
have themselves a rip-roaring
afternoon of "training."
"Medium Cool" uses a combination of documentary and
narrative techniques to tell a
somewhat flimsy story of a
nation and its people in various forms of conflict. If it
were not for the masterful
photography, much of the
first half of the film's story
would seem somewhat out of
context. But the scenes of the
street battles in Chicago now
—even a year and a month

Agnew boldly insensitive toward our youth
Reprinted from the New
York Times, Tuesday, October
21.
Vice President Agnew demonstrated a truly monumental
insensitivity to the most profound concern of millions of
Americans — and particularly
the nation's youth — when he
described last week's Vietnam
Moratorium as the creation
of "an effete corps of impudent snobs who characterize
themselves as intellectuals."
He has learned nothing from
the remarkable demonstration
in which idealistic young men
and women from the nation's
campuses
were joined by
Americans of every generation
and from all walks of life in
an urgent appeal that the
United States Government follow a more effective path to
peace.
The purpose of the Moratorium was to underscore the
need for active pursuit of
peace in Vietnam. Far from
position of leadership, it presented him with a strengthened mandate to carry out with
more vigor and more determination the basic policy he
says he is pursuing. Neither
he nor Mr. Agnew gives evidence of understanding what
the Moratorium was all about.
Mr. Agnew darkly hinted at
some treasonable duplicity

EMPIRE
Eve. 6:30-8:30
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Robert Mitchum
George Kennedy

"THE GOOD
GUYS and the
BAD GUYS"
Color
Sun., Mon., Tues.
"PRIME OF MISS
JEAN BRODIE"
Color

because the planners of the
Moratorium had failed to renounce support from Hanoi—
a support they had never asked.
He sought easy applause
from a Republican fund-raising audience in New Orleans
by ascribing the success of the
Moratorium to "a spirit of
national mosochism."
Agnew vs Nation's Youth
In the same speech, he lambasted the nation's youth In
sweeping and ignorant generalizations, when it is clear to
all perceptive observers that
American youth today is far
more imbued with idealism,
a sense of service and a deep
humantarianism than
any
generation in recent history,
including particularly Mr. Agnew's.
The ominous strains in Mr.
Agnew's words are that they
equate support of the war
with manliness, while describing as effete those who call
for a redoubling of the nation's dedication to peace. It
is the mark of insecure nation's and politicians to mis-

take unquestioning support of
military ventures as the test
of patriotism. This is exacly
the aproach to the American
destiny which the most articulate and politically alert
sector of the nation's young
intellectuals have questioned
and repected. Mr. Agnew's incredible obtuseness can only
add to the frustration of millions of Americans — young
and old alike — who believe
that rational dissent must be
given a fair hearing. His insensitivity to this principle
of American democracy will
give comfort to those who
preach the gospel of disruption and violence.
Open Every Day & Night
plus

S & H Green Stamps
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Store

later (especially to one who
was in the midst of it all and
saw Wexler filming these
segments) — are so completely overwhelming that they
virtually
overshadow
the
beauty and meaning of what
has proceeded.
Finally, there is one scene
in "Medium Cool" that will
pass unnoticed by the viewer
if he does not listen carefully.
"If s Heal"
It is perhaps the essence of
what could have been a successful cinematic story. It
comes when the Chicago Police have halted Dick Gregory's march on the Convention
sight, and when the marchers
refuse to disperse, tear gas
cannisters begin to fly.
Parent's Weekend from Page 1
will repeat the musical comedy review at 8:30 on Saturday night.
Parents' Weekend activities
will conclude on Sunday
morning with an interdenominational service in the chapel
and a traditional mass in the
Gannett Room, both to be
held at 10 a.m.
In addition to these scheduled events, coffee will be
available every night of the
weekend from 7 to 10, in the
living room of the Women's
Union. The other women's
dormitories are expected to
vote on reception hours for
the weekend also. The Campus
Association is sponsoring a
student art exhibit which will
be on display in the Skelton
Lounge throughout Parents'
Weekend. Parents and guests
may view the art exhibit in
Treat Gallery
during
the
weekend on Friday from 10noon, 1-5, and 7-9; on Saturdayfrom 9-noon and 4-6; and
on Sunday from 2-5 p.m.
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Oct. Moratorium planners ready for November actions
Can't From Page One
American cities, organizers
were hard at work planning
follow - up demonstrations.
The plan initially was for
a monthly series of protests—
to escalate in length and public support. Following the Oct.
15 demonstrations there were
to be two in November, three
in December, and so on—until President Nixon withdrew
all American troops from Vietnam. This plan still is in effect.
Initially, too, the October
demonstrations were to be
confined largely to students.
Not until the two-day November demonstrations was
the general public to be involved to any sizable degree.
The last intent changed
dramatically in the weeks
preceding Oct. 15. Student organizing
proceeded
more
quickly than expected, and
the depth of American discontent with the war again became evident. Organizers then
sought and received much
public support for their Oct.
15 moratorium day.
Two cities accented
Like organizers of the Oct.
15 demonstration, the new
Mobilization Committee
to
End the War in Vietnam —
which is behind the November
activities — seeks peaceful,
legal demonstrations.
Unlike the October demon" strations, those in November
will concentrate in two cities
—Washington and San Francisco.
Aim of the Oct. 15 demonstration was for the coordinating organization — the Vietnam Moratorium Committee—
to spur local groups into or
ganizing activities in their
own way in their own comWhynot?
Tiy Flanders first for
things thai are refreshing and new in formal
wear
SACK COAT
CUTAWAY COAT
FULL DRESS
BLACK TUX
COLORED COATS
and all accessories

FLANDERS
62 Court Street
Auburn. Maine 04210

"Come on, people now, smile on your brothers, everybody get together, try and love o.ie
another. . . Right now. . ."
Peace March, October 15.
munities.
Things are being done entirely differently in pointing
toward the November march.
The sponsoring organization
is mobilizing peace and student organizations in many
cities with an eye toward getting them to work toward one
goal — sending participants
to Washington or San Francisco for the Nov. 14 and 15
demonstrations.
As of this writing two major activities are planned for
Washington.
March scheduled
One is to be a so-called
"death march." An estimated
45,000
Americans
are to
march,, single file, some four
miles from Arlington National Cemetery past the White
House to the Capitol Building.
Each will wear a placard
bearing the
name
of an
American serviceman killed
in combat or otherwise in
Vietnam.
The march is expected to
start the evening of Nov. 13
and continue through two
nights and one day, ending
the morning of Nov. 15.
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Later that day comes the
second
activity:
another
march, this time from the
mall past the White House
to the eclipse, where there'll
be a rally.
Similar events will take
place in San Francisco.
Thus the November activities are to be as highly centralized as the October moratorium was decentralized.
Optimisic estimate
The new mobilization committee — called "New Mobe"
by insiders — expects 100,000
people to converge on Washington for the November demonstrations.
A much more optimistic estimate comes from an ally to
the "New Mobe" — the Student Mobilization Committee
to End the War in Vietnam.
(It's no relation to "New
Mobe"). Student - mobilization spokesman Allen Myers
says he expects more people
wil come to Washington than
have attended any previous
peace rally. The present high
is approximately 400,000 in
New York City two years ago.
The "New Mobe" insists, in
the words of spokesman Theo
SMOPPNM
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dore Johnson, that it wants
a demonstration that is "entirely legal, entirely orderly."
He says of the aim: "Our
goal is not to disrupt. It's
merely to make crystal clear
what public opinion is on the
war in Vietnam."
To keep order the "New
Mobe" plans to hire professional marshals, augmented
by selected assistants.
Law - enforcement agencies
are looking with somewhat
more concern at the November demonstration than they
did at the Oct. 15 activities. In
advance of this week's demonstrations they foresaw the
possibility of no more than
widely scattered incidents of
violence.with some violenceprone individuals possibly attempting to use local demonstrations to advance their own
ends.
Violent tactics suspected
But the chances of violence
increase as the number of
participants
swells,
they
maintain. Therefore they tend
to think that there's a greater
likelihood that some organization dedicated to violent
tactics — like the Weathermen branch of Students for a
Democratic Society — might
as a group try violent tactics
during the November demonstrations.
The "New Mobe"was born
!
n Cleveland in .Tune of this
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year. It is an outgrowth of the
former National Mobilization
Committee,
which
staged
massive antiwar rallies in
New York City and San Francisco in April, 1967, and one
at the Pentagon in October of
that year.
It is basically an umbrella
group whose members represent many shades of the antiwar movement. One of its organizing purposes
was
to
mount a legal, orderly street
demonstration against
the
war this November.
The "New Mobe" and the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee — sponsors of the Oct. 15
demonstrations — have been
working hand • in - hand for
months. Representatives of
the two organizations sit on
each other's steering commit
tees.
In several cities — including Los Angeles — the two
organizations are in fact one.
Late last month the two
jointly sent traveling teams to
60 cities, to drum up support
for both the Oct. 15 moratorium and the Nov. 14 and 15
demonstrations. Each team
consisted of one representative of the "New Mobe," who
talked about the November
demonstrations; and one representative of the moratorium
committee, who discussed the
localized October demonstrations.

Finch cuts back
fake sweeteners
WASHINGTON — Robert H.
Finch, Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, announced severe restrictions on
the use of cyclamate and a
phased recall of products containing the popular artificial
sweetener
most commonly
found in diet soft drinks.
Mr. Finch took the action to
curb widespread use of cyclamate because of new laboratory evidence that large quantities of the sweetener produced cancer in rats.
But Herbert L. Ley Jr., Food
and
Drug
Administration
commissioner, said the effects
of the diet sweetener on lower animals might not be the
same as its effects on man.
In any case, the cyclamate
ban will not be total. People
with health problems still will
be able to obtain food products containing cyclamate.
However, the new regulations will require that cyclamate - containing
products
now in stores be removed over
a matter of weeks.
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Unbeaten Harriers ready for UNH
by Jeff Larsen
The Bobcat Harriers have
put themselves into the same
position that they were in last
year — seven straight decisive
wins going into the big meet
against U. N. H. Unfortunately.the team has yet to be
pushed; the last two meets
were indicative. Against Worcester Tech here two weeks
ago they posted their third
perfect score of the season, all
the first seven runners being
from Bates.
John Emerson lead home
the pack breaking his own
record over this relatively new
course with a 24:52 clocking.
That being the last home
meet, big John has his name
in the book at least until next
year. Neil Miner also broke
the previous mark against
W. P. I. with the second place
time of 24:57. Every meet the
team finishes in a different
order, the only thing consistant is that no other team has
been" able to crack into the
Bates' pack. Fillow, Doyle,
Williams, Coolidge and Leahy
followed Miner home in this
meet.
Last Saturday against Tufts
and Bentley the Cats waltzed
to a 25-48-71 victory over the
hilly 5.3 Tufts' course. The individual winner was Peiser of
Bentley, who also beat us in
our dual meet against them.
He is one of the top ranking
freshman runners
in
New
England. Ryan of Tufts was
the second place finisher, but
then came the gang. Big John
finished one second behind
Ryan in one of his best efforts all year. Then Miner,

Doyle, Coolidge, Fillow, Williams, Leahy, and Kirk Ives,
slamming the door to any further scoring by the opposition.
Over the past four seasons
the team has compiled a 31-4
record and 2 of those losses
have been to U. N. H. They
should not beat us this year.
Because Tom Doyle and Bob
Coolidge are not finishing
first and second as they have
in past years is no indication
that the team, or they ?:, i;:
dividuals, are weaker than in
the past. They are having excellent seasons, perhaps their
best ever. It only further illustrates the strength of the
team. Fillow, Williams and
Leahy are all recording better
times than ever before, and
Freshman Kirk Ives is recovering well from a knee injury.
The State Championships
are next Tuesday at Colby
and should be another typical Bates win. I am predicting
5 of the top 8 places and possibly 7 of the top will go to
Bates. But first there is U.N.H.
and victory #8.

Tough A. I. C stops Bobcat gridders;
47 yd. field goal highlights scoring
by Steve Rosenblatt
The Yellowjackets of American
International College
handed Bates their second
loss of the year at A.I.C. Park
last Saturday afternoon by a
score of 30-9. The loss left
Bates 3-2 on the year and the
victory boosted A.I.C. to 3rd.
The A.I.C. defense was so
strong that the Cats were
held to 200 total offensive
yards. In the first quarter
Glenn Dumont broke away
from tackles and ran 60 yards
for a touchdown with three
minutes having elapsed
in
the period. The extra point
attempt was good and A.I.C.
led 7-0. Bates came right back
with a strong drive to the
A.I.C. 37 yard line. Unable to
get a first down, on the 3rd
down play, the attempt for
a field goal was made. Soph
Andy Moul kicked a sensational 47 yard field goal.
A.I.C. came back with another score but Dave Magnussen
blocked the extra point attempt. The score at the end
of the first period was 13-3.
In the second quarter the
Bates offensive unit played a
stingy game. They forced
A.I.C. to attempt three field
goals rather than try for 4th
and long yardage inside the
Bates 35. Only 1 of the attempts was good to provide
the only score in the 2nd
quarter at the half: A.I.C. 16 Bates 3.

In the third quarter Bates
scored its only T.D. of the
game, a strong drive ended
with Steve Boyko, 10 foT 15 on
the day, passing to Greg
Brzeski for the score. The conversion attempt failed however. A.I.C. scored again on a
breakaway for 41 yards and
the score at the end of 3 periods was 23-9.
The last quarter saw A.I.C.
control the ball most of the
time. They held the ball for
6V6 minutes at one point until Dumont scored his second
T.D. of the day with only 1:50
left to play. The final was
A.I.C. 30 - Bates 9. The lead-

Booters play UMaine to 1-1 tie
by Dave Carlson
Last Wednesday, the soccer
team traveled to Orono to
take on the Black Boars of
UMaine in their second State
Series game of the season.
Although the 'Cats were confident they would avenge an
earlier 3-2 loss to the Bears,
they were held to a 1-1 tie.
Don Ngnoumen opened the
scoring in the first period by
drilling home a penalty kick
with 6 minutes gone. The
'Cats dominated play but
Maine's offense held strong.
As the Cats were repeatedly
turned back, Maine soon
gained momentum which carried through the entire second
quarter. Tough defense by

Calif, court rules legal counsel valid at draft hearings
— The San Francisco Federal court has handled down
a draft decision that could significantly disturb draft procedure while freeing a number
of present 1-Aers from induction.
Judge Robert I. Peckham
ruled this week that universally enforced regulation that
prevents
draft
registrants
from being accompanied by

VISIT OUR JEWELRY DEPARTMENT FOR
A LARGE SELECTION IN CHARMS AND
PIERCED EARRINGS

^m

legal counsel when summoned before a local draft board
is invalid and "constitutionally suspect."
Judge Peckham was the
magistrate who ruled earlier
this year that members of
draft boards must be residents of the area from which
they send men.
Those men who have appeared before draft boards,
usually on summons for being
delinquent in registration,
and who have stood mute or
requested the assistance of
an attorney or counsel have
normally been held in con-

ing groundgainer in the
game was Dumont with 29
carries for 165 yards. This
Saturday, parents weekend,
! Bates takes on a strong Nor| wich club at 2:00 p.m. for the
| final home game of the year.
Final Statistics
Bates
AJ.C.
First Downs
11
16
Yds. Rushing
83
327
Yds. Passing
116
42
Total Yards
200
369
A/HComp.
17/11
12/5
Interceptions
0
0
Fumbles Lost
0
1
Punts
6/187
2/60
Punt Ave.
31.1
30.0
Penalties
6/50 8/109

tempt and classified 1-A.
Their classifications are now
invalid and most draft boards
will probably simply ignore
them rather than submitting
to the legal rigamaroll necessary to change the person's
classification or validate the
1-A status.

Bates, however, kept the score
at 1-0 to the half.
Maine continued to dominate play in the third quarter
and tied the score 1-1 with
four minutes gone. The Bates
goal, manned for the first
time this season by Dwight
Peavey who had been out
with a broken hand, was under constant attack and only
a spectacular save by fullback Bill Hammerspan prevented another Maine score.
The fourth quarter was
fought very evenly, but in the
overtime it was all Bates. Unfortunately no one could score
and the game ended 1-1.
Comments
Bates now stands 1-3-3 for
the season with 5 games left.
Bowdoin is next on the schedule, here, on Wednesday afternoon.
Peavey's appearance in the
goal made him the 3rd goalkeeper Bates has used this
season. Overlooked in last
week's article was Don Zeaman's fine debut against
Hartford which came about
because of an injury to Buck
Rogers. With Peavey returning, Rogers has now been
moved to halfback, with Zeaman as back-up.
Weekday. 7, 9
Matinee 1:30
Sunday 4, 6. 8
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